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COURSE DESCRIPTION
Immigration is a controversial issue that is polarizing societies. The rising salience of the immigration
issue has evoked heated debates and the rise of hate speech. Additionally, it has also driven
dissatisfaction with political elites and migrant advocates who are often perceived as out of touch with
citizens’ concerns about immigration and diversity. As a result, we are facing a growing uncertainty
about how to best communicate about immigration-related issues and how to reach out to segments of
society that might be sceptical of immigration. Major stakeholders, institutions and organisations are
now addressing this issue proactively. Governance actors working in the field of migration, however,
are in need of more opportunities to develop practical skills to depolarize the debate. To foster social
cohesion, narratives are needed that neither alienate affected migrants, nor people who have concerns
about immigration.
The Executive Training will develop and strengthen communication skills by providing in-depth
insights into the factors that decisively shape how people perceive and react to immigration and
ethno-cultural diversity. Subsequently, it will teach participants to identify and apply productive
communications approaches towards migration-related issues in challenging contexts.
Who should attend?
Communication officers
Political consultants and advisors working at different levels of government

Civil servants from authorities dealing with migration
Professionals working in NGOs focused on migration/diversity/integration/social cohesion
Politicians who are interested in depolarization and fostering social cohesion
What you will learn
How to effectively communicate about causes and effects of immigration, and about
immigration/integration policies with concerned citizens
How to construct communication strategies that foster social cohesion in an effort to tackle
destructive forms of discrimination and hate speech
How to understand and incorporate insights about attitudes to immigration and about the impact of
underlying factors influencing how people think and feel about migration
How to understand the positive role of facts and evidence in the migration debate, as well as their
shortcomings
How you will learn
By participating in knowledge transfer sessions led by accomplished practitioners and academics
with deep experience of key issues impacting the immigration debate both globally and locally
Through active participation in interactive training sessions, that are focused on the interpretation
of opinion data, and that address the main challenges posed by the current immigration debate
Through analyzing case studies based on real-life migration campaigns and communication
strategies

PROGRAMME
24 SEPTEMBER
09:00 - 10:30

Depolarizing the Migration Debate: Challenges and Open Questions
Andrew Geddes | Migration Policy Centre, RSCAS, EUI
Leila Hadj Abdou | Migration Policy Centre, RSCAS, EUI
This session will provide an introduction by the organizers, and is centred on
exchange and inputs by the participants.

10:30 - 11:00

Coffee Break

11:00 - 12:30

Attitudes to Migration: an Overview
James Dennison | Migration Policy Centre, RSCAS, EUI and Harvard
University
This session will give an in-depth overview about attitudes towards immigration.
It will provide comparative perspectives regarding different groups of migrants,

attitudes across different regions, segments of society as well as over time. It
will then consider what the likely factors in forming attitudes to migration are,
and how such factors are linked. Moreover, participants will gain insights into
the relationship between data, theory and explanation of phenomena.
At the end of the session, participants will better understand how to interpret
data critically and how to explain causality regarding complex phenomena, as
well as how to better use evidence in policy-making.
12:30 - 14:00

Lunch

14:00 - 15:30

How to Interpret and React to Migration Opinion Data
James Dennison | Migration Policy Centre, RSCAS, EUI and Harvard
University
This interactive session will deepen and apply the knowledge gained in the prior
session. In teams, participants will build on their earlier gained knowledge of
data interpretation and scientific explanation of complex phenomena to move
onto interventions and, in particular, considering the pros and cons of various
communication approaches, using real-world examples of policy messaging.
At the end of the session, participants will better understand the link between
scientific explanation, and policy-making for effective and strategic messaging
development.

15:30 - 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00 - 17:30

Major Challenges in Communicating Migration and Ways forward
Leonard Doyle | Media and Communication Division, IOM
Daniel Howden | Journalist and Refugee Studies Centre, University of Oxford
This interactive session will provide a platform for exchange with practitioners
about challenges, productive approaches and lessons learned in communicating
about immigration and reaching out to different audiences, and intermediaries.

25 SEPTEMBER
09:00 - 10:30

Cognitive Biases, Values and the Migration Debate
Leila Hadj Abdou | Migration Policy Centre, RSCAS, EUI
This session will explore the values people hold, and how these values shape
how they respond to certain ways of communicating about immigration and
immigrants. Moreover it will provides practical insights about the formation and
the effects of cognitive biases about immigration, and offers hands on solutions
on how to tackle these biases.

10:30 - 11:00

Coffee Break

11:00 - 12:30

How to Respond: Communication Strategies
Eóin Young | International Centre for Policy Advocacy
People talk about ‘reframing the public narrative’ and ‘reaching out to the
movable middle’, but what do these terms and concepts mean in reality? And
what does it take in practice to change the narrative? This session will address
these questions. It will focus on how to understand your audience and how to

develop effective communication strategies based on this understanding.
12:30 - 14:00

Lunch

14:00 - 15:30

How to Engage: a Case Study Campaign Targeting Depolarization
Eóin Young | International Centre for Policy Advocacy
This session will provide key tools to develop a successful campaign on
immigration/immigrant integration by focusing on effective ways to engage
movable middle groups in campaigning. To illustrate the approach and
principles, a real example of a campaign developed to engage German middle
groups in the migration debate will be shared and analysed.

15:30 - 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00 - 17:30

Wrap-up Session and Concluding Remarks
Leila Hadj Abdou | Migration Policy Centre, RSCAS, EUI
In this session, participants will summarize what they have learned in an
interactive way.
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